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INTRODUCTION
The Montgomery Blocks Development Strategy was
commissioned by PDC, in cooperation with PSU, to explore
options for developing the three "Montgomery Blocks."  The initial
report was issued August 13, 2003. This revision was prompted by
recent decisions impacting development in the area, specifically:
Retention of the Harrison Court Apartments and the need for
further examination of the development feasibility of 
Block 153 [Jasmine].
PSU and PDC's decision not to participate in joint PDC/PSU
offices on Block 161 [PCAT].
The need to further study the development potential of Block 
152 [St. Michael].
PDC and Portland Streetcar Inc.’s need to further study the
permanent streetcar alignment through the Montgomery 
Blocks.
·
·
·
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INTRODUCTION
In Fall 2002, a strategic partnership was formed between the Portland
Development Commission and Portland State University to implement
aspects of the 1995 University District Concept Plan. The Plan describes a
vision for this district as a "vibrant, mixed-use district blending the
University with the urban life of the City." 
In 2003, PDC and PSU coordinated to create a Montgomery Blocks
Development Strategy [MBDS]. The strategy offered an assessment of the
development potential of key parcels along the eastern edge of the
University District, between SW 4th and 6th Avenues and SW Market and
I-405, and formulated strategies for developing three of four Montgomery
Blocks.
Since that time, there have been various changes to the original strategy
as presented in 2003: 
· In 2003, PDC and PSU discussed a joint redevelopment of Block 161
[PCAT] as a mixed-use building including offices for both institutions. Since
then, PDC has relocated to the Mason Ehrmann building in the Old
Town/Chinatown neighborhood.
· In 2004, PSU's Space Needs Assessment Committee issued a report that
determined total current need for an additional 330,000 square feet of
academic, instructional, and student support space. Today, PSU is
exploring the use of Block 161 [PCAT] for office, academic, ground floor
retail, a new student recreation center, and underground parking to
address these needs.
· In 2003, the original development strategy for Block 153 [Jasmine]
included full-block redevelopment to create an efficient development
footprint. Today, due to the Harrison Court Apartments historic value, the
property is undergoing renovation and will be listed by the property owner
in the National Register of Historic Places.
· St. Michael’s is examining the feasibility of a full block project that
includes the Value Inn property on Block 152 [St. Michael]. Alternatively,
the Value Inn parcels could be developed independently, however this
alternative would not maximize existing planning or development goals.
Despite significant changes, PDC, PSU and other public and private
partners continue to have an opportunity to create a University District that
attracts people to not only study but to live, work and play.  The Updated
Montgomery Blocks Development Strategy incorporates the changes and
formulates new development strategies to bolster this opportunity.
Area Map, not to scale
161
152
153
MONTGOMERY
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DEVELOPMENT AREA
The Montgomery Blocks include: 
Block 161 ‘PCAT’ Block between SW 5th and 6th, Harrison and Montgomery,
Block 153 ‘Jasmine’ Block between SW 4th and 5th, Harrison and Montgomery, and
Block 152 ‘St. Michael’ Block between SW 4th and 5th, Montgomery and Mill.
The fourth block that fills out this quadrant is anchored by Portland State University’s School of
Urban Affairs and Distance Learning Center on the University Plaza. 
WHY HERE... WHY NOW?
Five primary issues spurred PDC's interest in analyzing these particular blocks within the University
District at this time:
1. PDC acquired 27,000 square feet of Block 153 [Jasmine] and a 42% interest in Block 161
[PCAT] from PSU.  With partial site control, PDC wished to explore the development potential of
the blocks and determine land assembly to greatly enhance development potential.
2. Alignment decisions on the second phase of the Portland Streetcar were being finalized in the
spring of 2003.  The streetcar could either go through Block 153 [Jasmine], continuing its
diagonal course from the Urban Center Plaza, or could surround the block on four sides.  A
decision on the final alignment was delayed until PDC was able to analyze the affects of
streetcar on the development potential of the block.
After several options were developed for Block 153 [Jasmine], it was determined that a
temporary streetcar alignment would be built until the block is redeveloped. The preferred
permanent alignment included here has a south bound track running diagonally through the
block and a north bound track along SW Montgomery and 4th Avenue.
3. The Church of St. Michael and the Archdiocese of Portland expressed interest in exploring
development proposals for their underutilized land on Block 152 [St. Michael] in hopes it could
provide income for the parish.  PDC agreed to help identify uses on Block 152 [St. Michael] that
could augment the redevelopment of Blocks 153 [Jasmine] and 161 [PCAT] and provide income
to the church.
4. PSU requires additional academic space. The university has issued a Request for Proposals to
evaluate the feasibility of a mixed-use development on the PCAT site incorporating office space
and a student recreation center and expanding Urban Center Plaza retail activity.
5. The South Park Blocks Urban Renewal Area will not be permitted to issue bonded indebtedness
beyond 2008, limiting PDC's ability to finance new projects in the district in the future.
Detail map of Montgomery Blocks
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PSU Urban Center and Plaza
PUBLIC GOALS
The Montgomery Blocks lie within the South Park Blocks Urban Renewal Area which
was formed in 1985.  The urban renewal area’s goals, like those in the University
District Concept Plan, are to create a vibrant residential neighborhood with a mix of
housing types and neighborhood support services.  The City's and PSU's shared
goals for these particular blocks include:
1. Creating a multi-block catalyst project to activate the area and help create a
healthy neighborhood.
2. Providing market rate housing.
3. Creating projects designed to accommodate light rail and streetcar with their
design.
4. Ensuring excellent urban design in future developments.
5. Increasing tax-generating uses.
6. Assisting adjacent property owners to realize the development potential of their
properties to the extent the above goals can also be met.
VISION
PSU's and the City's vision of integrating the University with the City began with the
Urban Center and will continue with development of the Montgomery Blocks and
beyond. While it is important to build on the youthful identity of the area, there is also
an opportunity to add affordable and workforce housing, rental
apartments/townhouses and for-sale condominiums, allowing downtown workers,
faculty and staff to enjoy the amenities the district offers.   
Plans to complete the University Plaza, extend the streetcar to the river, transform
Montgomery Street into a tree and café-lined pedestrian way, consider the possible
addition of light rail to this area and pursue the addition of a grocery and other
neighborhood services will increase the district's appeal as a place to live, work and
play.
The potential exists for the Montgomery Blocks to create an active new neighborhood
at the south end of downtown, add to the City's housing stock, provide office and
academic space, add active retail to serve the neighborhood, and catalyze new
development in the University District, justifying substantial public energy and
investment.
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COST AND BENEFIT
The three Montgomery Blocks have the potential to add 790,000 square feet of new development to the University District, valued at $107 million.
· If fully developed as recommended, the three blocks could add more than 360 housing units, 42,000 square feet of retail, 291,000 square feet
of office and academic space, and 325 parking spaces to serve the district.  [See chart page 15].
· The costs to develop each block range from $14 million to $52 million.
· The amount of public investment [gap] could range between $2 million and $7 million per block. The gap for the proposed development
program on Block 153 [Jasmine] is $6.5 million. The gap for a full block project on Block 152 [St. Michael] is an estimated $5.1 million and for
a quarter block project involving only the Value Inn parcels is an estimated $1.4 million. 
· While the public investment needed to finance these blocks could be significant, the assessed value of all three blocks is expected to rise
from the existing $1.5 million to more than $50 million, potentially generating significant new tax revenues. The current assessed value of
Block 153 [Jasmine] is currently just under $1 million and of Block 152 [St. Michael] is approximately $0.6 million.
· As with Museum Place, public and private investment in these blocks is likely to spur redevelopment of four privately-owned blocks in the
immediate vicinity while creating the core of an active new neighborhood.  [See map on page 25].
MARKET STRENGTHS
The area has attributes that make it a prime location for housing, office and retail including:
· Excellent transit and freeway access.
· Nearby greenspaces and recreation opportunities [Keller Fountain, Park Blocks, Waterfront Park, Riverplace].
· Close to downtown jobs, dining and entertainment.
· Adjacent to PSU and its amenities.
· Substantial new investment [$200 million] underway or recently completed including the PSU Engineering Building, the Broadway Housing
project and the streetcar.
Montgomery Street Greenway Pettygrove Park Lovejoy Fountain
DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES
In the near term there are some challenges to attracting private investment and development interest including:
· Untested market = perceived risk.
· Competitive disadvantage to more established areas in Portland [e.g., Pearl District and Riverplace].
· Will cost the same or more to build in the University District, but expected rents/sales prices will be priced lower than the Pearl and Riverplace,
at least initially.
· Cost of underground parking will be high.
· Infeasible to build parking beneath street rights-of-way due to utilities, streetcar and access issues.
· Cost premium to integrate streetcar into the design.
· Cost premium to preserve and build around the Harrison Court Apartments.
· Land assembly required.
· Lack of some neighborhood services [pharmacy, grocery, etc.].
MARKET FINDINGS
· There will be strong market support for all commercial and residential land uses, though in the near-term speculative office is not feasible
[high vacancy rates].
· Housing development in this area would appeal to a number of underserved segments of the urban housing market including:
Young households who prefer urban living but cannot afford more sought-after neighborhoods like the Pearl District.
University faculty, graduates, staff and retirees who would prefer to live close to the University.
Downtown employees who wish to live close to their jobs and need workforce housing.
· Condominiums will need to be priced lower than those in the Pearl [$260/sf versus $270/sf - $335/sf] to be marketable.
· Middle income apartments should be priced at approximately $1.50/sf, equivalent to rents at about 80% median family income.
· Affordable apartments in the University District are expected to average about $1.10/sf in order to serve households earning 60% median
family income.
· Senior Housing in the University District could command higher rents than Terwilliger Plaza because of its superior location, new construction
and modern design. However, it would have to be priced at the top of the market because of the high cost of land and high-rise construction.
· Office performs well in a strong market. Projecting forward three years, office development in the area is expected to command lease rates
of $18 per square foot plus common area charges. Developing market rate housing will help support additional retailers.
· Retail space in this area does very well. Pizzicato, Seattle's Best Coffee and Starbucks all have their best performing stores in the University
District. Lease rates for these stores average $17 per square foot plus common area charges. Developing a diversified housing mix will help
support additional retailers.  
· Parking in the University District is not adequate, so the gross income generated from existing parking is high at $1300/space/year. Excess
parking spaces [not dedicated to residents or commercial users] that can be built into the developments will perform well and can help close
financial gaps.
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DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
Many different development options, each with a mix of uses, were considered.  The following options for the three blocks represent the best blend
of uses and balance between public goals, urban design, market acceptance, financial feasibility and constructability, and are included for
illustrative purposes.  A description of the strengths and weaknesses of each option follows in the body of the report.
Block 161 - PCAT
Option 1:  Multi-story building with below-grade parking, lower-level student recreation center and retail, PSU office and academic space, and
general office space. Through an RFP process, PSU will further determine the feasibility of combining various development program components.
Block 153 - Jasmine
Option 1:  11 and 14-story L-shaped building with two levels of below-grade parking, double-height ground floor retail, and middle income
condominiums above. In acknowledgement of the Harrison Court Apartment's historic value and existing affordable units, new development will
be coordinated with the apartment's restoration to maximize the block's urban design potential.
Block 152 - St. Michael / Value Inn
Option 1: PDC is working with St. Michael's to develop a comprehensive development proposal for the church's surface parking lots in conjunction
with the adjacent Value Inn parcels. If the block is developed by St. Michael's parish, the development could include a multi-story "L"-shaped
building with below-grade parking, ground floor retail, second floor office or institutional space, and mixed-income rental housing above. 
Option 2: Alternatively, PDC has also explored the feasibility of developing the Value Inn parcels independently of the St. Michael's property. Under
this scenario, a 7-story building with one level of below grade parking, ground floor retail and mixed-income rental "lofts" above could be developed
on the Value Inn site. [See page 60].
The options contain a diversified mix of uses that maximize performance based on market conditions and financing options.
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Block 161             Block 153             Block 152               Block 152                                Totals   
The mix of housing, retail and office uses supports the primary goal of creating a vibrant neighborhood that integrates the university with the city.
Housing and offices bring people to the district that in turn bring disposable income to support an active retail environment. In addition to the
financial performance, the study takes into consideration broader public, institutional and community goals, such as workforce housing geared to
middle income households [80% - 150% median family income], academic and administrative space needs, and services needed by the
community.
Block 152, Option 1 is based on ongoing development feasibility work by PDC and the St. Michael's church as a result of meetings with the parish
and the Archdiocese of Portland.  Block 161, Option 1 is based on a Request for Proposals issued by PSU to assess the feasibility of incorporating
a student recreation center on the site and does not have a detailed financial analysis of the development program. 
While these are the current recommended options, many factors will affect the final program for the blocks including successful land assembly,
availability of public funds, the interest of development partners, participation by key property owners [PSU and the Archdiocese of Portland / St.
Michael], and unanticipated opportunities. 
An additional three floors could be added with zoning FAR bonuses if there were adequate demand for more office space.
Includes commercial space that could be used by academic, non-profit or neighborhood services [health clinic, etc.].
Parking spaces in excess of or less than the spaces needed for the development program.
Detailed financial analysis not performed for Block 161 [PCAT].
Value Inn property developed with the St. Michael’s property.
Value Inn property developed without the St. Michael’s property.
Height was limited to seven stories for this study to provide compatibility with the historic St. Michael’s Church.
The development will be funded in large part by student fees approved by PSU students.
1
2
3
PCAT                Jasmine           St. Michael             Value Inn        With St. Michael    With Value Inn
Option 1              Option 1            Option 1               Option 2              Option 1              Option 2
Stories 10                        11-14                   7                         7                         
Area 300,000 sf            308,830 sf            181,770 sf 76,600 sf             790,600 sf            685,430 sf
Office / Institutional area 280,000 sf            0 sf                      11,030 sf 0 sf                     291,030 sf            280,000 sf
Retail area 15,000 sf              12,650 sf              14,710 sf             5,400 sf               42,360 sf              33,050 sf
Apartments 0                         0                         159                     60                       159                      60
Condominiums 0                          204 0                         0                        204                     204
Parking spaces provided 70                        152                      106                     28                        328                     250
Excess or deficit -79 -52                       +26                     -2
Total development cost $43 million            $52 million            $30 million           $14 million            $124 million         $109 million
1
2
3
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Following are recommendations to advance redevelopment of the Montgomery Blocks into a
multi-block, mixed-use development that will form the core of the University District neighborhood
and catalyze development around it.  It is recommended that:
1. PDC to issue an RFP on Block 153 [Jasmine]. Summer 2005
2.   PSU and PDC to stimulate development of Block 161 [PCAT] for office/academic space with
retail and significant parking to serve the building and immediate area. PDC to consider
investing their 42% interest in the PCAT building to further the redevelopment of Block 161
[PCAT] when PSU has developed a financial analysis for Block 161 [PCAT] and are ready to
move forward with redevelopment efforts. Fall 2007
3. PDC to work with the Archdiocese and St. Michael's parish to determine development
potential of Block 152 [St. Michael] and pursue development implementation, if feasible. Fall
2005
4. PDC to coordinate with the Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT) to design and build the
desired permanent streetcar alignment and execute a Memorandum of Understanding with
PDOT confirming cost and alignment.
5. PDC to coordinate redevelopment efforts with the ongoing design of the Portland Mall
Revitalization Project's light rail station area.
6. PDC and PSU to actively recruit retail uses that will serve neighborhood workers and
residents.
7. New development should promote an active use spine on SW Montgomery Street to reinforce
the pedestrian connection from the West Hills to the Willamette River.
8. PDC/PSU to undertake development analysis of properties between SW 4th and SW 6th, SW
Market and I-405 in coordination with the Bureau of Planning, PSU, and property owners.
Spring 2006
PSU Urban Center
South Auditorium Greenway
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I. PROJECT GOALS
The strategy document was
commissioned by PDC to:
· Provide a vision, graphic and
narrative, for what this three-block
area could become.
· Identify the development potential
for each block.
· Analyze impacts of streetcar and
light rail.
· Analyze impacts of retaining
Harrison Court Apartments.
· Assess the blocks in terms of public
goals, urban design, market
support, constructability and
feasibility.
· Recommend two or three
development programs and concept
designs that best reflect a balance
of public goals and financial
feasibility.
· Determine what steps are needed
to redevelop the parcels and
recommend a phasing approach.
· Compile information that will help
developers determine their interest
in redeveloping the parcels in
partnership with PDC/PSU. This
information could form the basis for
a Request for Proposals for
development teams for one or more
blocks.
· Identify actions that are needed to
proceed with redevelopment.
PROJECT GOALS  MBDS  19
PSU Urban Center and University Plaza
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II. EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Montgomery Blocks include three underutilized city blocks near
Portland State University [PSU] on the eastern edge of the University
District.  PSU's College of Urban Affairs and the Distance Learning
Center forms the fourth block of the quadrant.  
Compared to other parts of Portland's Central City, this portion of the
University District is relatively under-developed.  The current
landscape is dominated by surface parking lots, 1960s-era buildings
[many of which are functionally obsolete and vacant], scattered
restaurants and retail stores, and a few turn-of-the-century brick
apartment buildings.
To address the under-utilized nature of the area, the City of Portland
adopted the South Park Blocks Urban Renewal Area in 1985 and the
University District Plan in 1995 [see page 21].  The goal of the Urban
Renewal Plan is to create a vibrant residential neighborhood with a
mix of housing types and neighborhood support services.  The goal of
the District Plan is to "foster the development of a distinct sub-district
which has its character defined by its focus on Portland State
University and shape the University District into a vital multi-cultural
and international crossroads of the city which stimulates lifelong
learning, collaboration with business and government and a rich
cultural experience."
In support of both plans, the City of Portland through PDC, invested
substantial urban renewal dollars [TIF] in the University District for
capital improvements such as developing the Urban Center Plaza,
funding the extension of the streetcar to PSU, moving the Simon
Benson House to the PSU campus and funding middle-income
housing near the campus along the South Park Blocks.
A principal component of the District Plan is the intended expansion
of Portland State University eastward from Broadway to SW Fourth
Avenue, south of Market Street.  This neighborhood will be a vibrant
mixed-use district blending the University with the urban life of the
City and should include new housing, academic and classroom
space, a student recreation center and a performing arts center.
PSU Urban Center
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University District Plan
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Blocks
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III. NEW DEVELOPMENT
Until recently, very little development had occurred in the University District. A major step toward redevelopment occurred in 2001 with the
completion of the Urban Center which anchors the Montgomery Blocks. It includes the Urban Center Plaza, the seven-story College of Urban and
Public Affairs and the three-story Michael DeShane Distance Learning Center.
The Urban Center was intended as a catalyst for development. The Six-Block Master Plan [see below], developed in 1996 as a part of the pre-
design for the Urban Center and University Plaza, envisioned a mix of University uses, housing, commercial space and ground floor retail. It
proposed a diverse urban development as the front door to the University District, a lively commercial development and key transit center.  The elements
of the Master Plan included housing, retail development, mixed-use and academic spaces, public spaces, transit facilities and street improvements.
Six-Block Master Plan, 1996
Block 161 [PCAT]
Block 152 [St. Michael]
Block 153 [Jasmine]
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NW Center for Engineering, Science & Technology
Since the Urban Center was completed, development interest in the University District
has increased. Well over $200 million is being or will be invested in the area in the near
future including, but not limited to, the following [see map on page 21]:
· Streetcar extension from PSU to River Place and North Macadam.
· Light rail extension from downtown to SW Jackson along the transit mall.
· Epler Hall, a $9.8 million project with 130 studio apartments built above ground
floor classrooms and offices. This project is located at SW 12th Avenue and
Montgomery and was completed in 2003 [right, top].
· Broadway Housing, a $49 million, mixed-use student housing project is located
at Broadway and Jackson.  The project includes 384 studio apartments, 15,000 SF
of ground floor retail space, and 20,000 SF of space for PSU academic uses. The
project is 10 stories tall with an exterior skin of brick and architectural metal
panels. It was ready for occupancy in 2004 [right, middle].
· The Native American Student and Community Center at 710 SW Jackson
Street. This project includes 11,000 SF of space for Native American student
groups, conference, classrooms and art. This project cost approximately $4.1
million and was completed in September of 2003.
· Northwest Center for Engineering, Science and Technology, a 130,000 SF
research and academic building is under construction south of 1900 SW Fourth.
This project is estimated to cost $60.2 million. Construction began in January 2004
and is scheduled to be completed by fall of 2005. [right, bottom].
· Helen Gordon Child Development Center Expansion and Renovation, is a
10,000 SF addition to the existing 1928 historic child care center at SW 12th and
Market Street. This first phase was opened in Fall of 2003. The next phase, which
will restore and upgrade the existing building, began in 2004. The total project
costs approximately $7.0 million.  
These public investments are vital because public investment can lead to private
investment in redevelopment areas. These public improvements will improve the area's
aesthetic appeal, accessibility and community vitality, all of which will make private
development more feasible.
Broadway Housing
Epler Hall
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IV. AMENITIES
One of the key strengths of the University District and the Montgomery Blocks is the ability to access amenities located in the immediate area as
well as in the Central City and the rest of the Portland region.  Among them are:
Portland State University
One of the most significant amenities is PSU, the fastest growing university in the state, and by some measures the largest university in Oregon.
PSU's current enrollment totals 22,000 students and is expected to grow to 35,000 students by 2012, a 60% increase.  In addition to providing a
research library, gymnasium and performing arts center, the University offers continuing education courses that would appeal to prospective
residents of the University District.
Furthermore, the profile of PSU's student body is changing. PSU is becoming less of a commuter school dominated by part-time, non-traditional
students, and is attracting a greater number of full-time, traditional students. As PSU becomes a more traditional four year University, there will
be increased demand for housing, retail and other services from students.
Urban Center
The Urban Center and Plaza form a nucleus for the campus, anchor the south end of downtown and are models of good urban design. This is
one of the most active areas in downtown Portland due to the presence of the Portland Streetcar and transit mall, ground floor retail, cafes and a
restaurant with outdoor seating, active water features and specially programmed events.
Portland State UniversityPSU Urban Center and Plaza from SW Montgomery & 5th Avenue
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Amenities Map, not to scale
4th Avenue Study Area [Future]
Private Opportunity Sites
Montgomery Street Pedestrian
Connection
Bus Route
Existing Light Rail
Proposed Light Rail
Existing Streetcar
Proposed Streetcar
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Green Spaces
Open spaces are plentiful in and near the University
District [see map on page 25].
· Montgomery Street is designated by the City of
Portland as a "pedestrian connection" and provides
pedestrian access from the West Hills to the
Willamette River.  En route it connects several of
Portland's most significant open spaces.
· The South Park Blocks, with their stately elm trees,
are the central organizing space of the District and are
some of the most desirable urban parks in the country.
· The Urban Center Plaza is a hub of activity and is one
of the most important public plazas in the city.
· To the east, Pettygrove Park, a pocket park, provides
a secluded oasis within the South Auditorium area with
connections to Ira Keller Fountain to the north and
Lovejoy Fountain to the south.
· Further to the east are direct connections to the Tom
McCall Waterfront and the Marina within the River
Place Development.
Employment & Entertainment Opportunities
The Montgomery Blocks are within easy walking distance
to the greatest concentration of employment and
entertainment opportunities in the region. More than
80,000 jobs exist in Portland's Central City, some of which
are located in the University District and many only five or
six blocks to the north in the core office area.
Cultural and entertainment venues also abound. Within
walking distance of the University District are the region's
preeminent cultural venues including the Arlene
Schnitzer Concert Hall, the Center for Performing Arts,
the Portland Art Museum, the Oregon Historical
Society and the Keller Auditorium. [See map on page 25].
Pettygrove Park
Ira Keller Fountain
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Streetcar stop at SW Mill and SW Park
Transportation / Access
The Montgomery Blocks form a superior transportation
hub with freeway access, streetcar, bus and a future light
rail line within blocks. The University District is bordered
by I-405, which links directly to I-5 and Highway 26, all of
which provide excellent access to the rest of the region.
The Urban Center Plaza is also a transit hub. The existing
bus stops on Fifth and Sixth Avenues are the most active
in the TriMet system. Furthermore, the streetcar connects
the University District to Northwest Portland and the Pearl
District and the MAX light rail, which in turn provides
access to the western and eastern suburbs and the
Portland International Airport.  
Future transportation improvements will further enhance
accessibility. The Portland Streetcar will be extended to
the North Macadam District and run through the
Montgomery Blocks. It was determined that the streetcar
should go around the block until the block is excavated
and redeveloped. The preferred permanent alignment
included here abuts Block 153 [Jasmine] and incorporates
a diagonal path through the block.
As part of the Portland Mall Revitalization Project, TriMet
has proposed to expand light rail south to SW Jackson,
which would also run past the Montgomery Blocks. This
proposed expansion would eventually extend to Oregon
City. Current project plans show a PSU Urban Center/SW
Mill Street station area adjacent to the Urban Center on
SW 5th Avenue.  Light rail expansion, with a turn around
just south of PSU, will greatly increase and enhance the
quality of service to university students and local
residents.
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VI. MARKET OVERVIEW
The Montgomery Blocks have many attributes that make them a prime location for urban housing, office and retail. This, combined with the
abundance of underutilized land, creates a significant number of redevelopment opportunities. In the short-term, however, there are some
obstacles to attracting additional private investment. The first obstacle is perceived risk - developers do not know how a new project in this area
would perform because to date there has been very little new development other than the projects associated with the University.  The second
obstacle is financial feasibility.  Despite its many positive attributes, the University District is at a competitive disadvantage relative to more
established areas of the Central City.  As a result, new development in the area can be successful, but may be priced below similar development
in other areas like the Pearl District.
To test the financial viability of building in the area, eight land uses were evaluated in this report.  These land uses range from parking to assisted
living senior housing.  In general, condominiums perform best; they generate more net income per square foot than the other land uses under
consideration. With some amount of public subsidy, as provided elsewhere in the City, several rental scenarios also appear to be financially viable
for private, for-profit developers.
South Park Blocks
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Housing
Portland has one of the strongest downtown housing markets in the nation. This is the
result of careful planning, significant public and private investment, and changing
lifestyles and demographic trends, including:
· smaller households which do not need or, in some cases, want large detached
suburban homes. Currently, approximately 2/3 of all households have only one or
two persons.  
· fewer families with children. By 2020, married couples with children are expected
to account for only 28.2% of total households, while married couples without
children will represent 40.0% of US households.
· less discretionary time. Two working adults per household and longer working
hours has created a growing market for convenience, including smaller homes
that require less maintenance and quick access to restaurants and other services. 
· an older population base. As the 83 million Baby Boomers continue to age, there
will be a significant increase in "empty nester" households. This group will be the
fastest growing segment of the population over the next twenty years, the oldest
of which have just begun to retire.
In 2000, Money Magazine named Portland the best big city in the country because of
its "easy-to-stroll blocks, superb light rail network and streetcar system making it a
cinch to get around, cultural amenities, unparalleled natural beauty and abundant
recreational opportunities." Because of the attractiveness of Portland's downtown, the
vast majority of new housing projects have performed well. 
Housing development in the University District would appeal to a number of
underserved segments of the urban housing market in Portland. The largest target
market includes PSU students, faculty and recent graduates who would naturally
prefer to live close to work and/or school.
Another target market segment are households who prefer urban living but are not
able to afford more sought after neighborhoods like the Pearl District.
South Auditorium Greenway
South Auditorium Condominium Tower
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Condominiums
The condominium market in downtown Portland is extremely strong with most projects pre-selling up to 70% of their total units and prices
appreciating at nearly 5% per annum for the last five years. However, no new condominiums have been built in the University District, making this
an underserved and untested market.  
The Pearl District is currently the most established and highly desirable residential neighborhood in downtown Portland because of its abundance
of restaurants, galleries and high quality merchants. These attributes are not common in the University District. As a result, for condominiums to
be attractive, they will have to be less expensive than the Pearl District.
At the time this analysis was completed, condominiums in the Pearl District were selling for an average price of $295 per square foot. Relative to
this benchmark, condominiums in the University District are expected to be marketable if they are priced at approximately $258 per square foot.
In the current market, this pricing strategy would be compelling for potential residents, particularly younger buyers who are priced out of the
Central City homeownership market, as prices on planned construction now approach or exceed $300 per square foot.
Middle Income Apartments
There are several market rate apartments located in and around the University District.  The three best examples are South Park Square, Essex
House and Village at Lovejoy Fountain [see map on page 25].  The rental rates in these projects range from $1.10 to $1.50 per square foot.  Of
the three, the closest comparable is Village at Lovejoy Fountain, not only because it is newer, but also because it is located within four blocks of
the Montgomery Blocks.  Rents for the market rate units at the Village at Lovejoy Fountain average $1.22 per square foot, based on an average
unit size of 824 square feet.
The recommended rents for new construction in this area average $1.50 per square foot, a slight premium from existing rents, reflecting the fact
that it will be newer. The recommended unit size is smaller to accommodate middle income renters.  Based on the most recent income levels
released by HUD, the proposed rents are affordable to households earning approximately 80% of the median area income.
Rents at this level will be affordable to an underserved segment of the market - people who cannot afford rents in new apartments located in the
more desirable parts of the Central City, but who have incomes that are too high to qualify for a subsidized apartment.
Village at Lovejoy Fountain
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Affordable Apartments
Affordable apartments are defined as rental housing that has some mechanism restricting rent and occupancy to households with low and
moderate incomes.  These properties generally receive financial assistance from the government to help cover the cost of construction, including
Section 42 tax credits, HUD CDBG and HOME funding, or local subsidy sources such as tax increment financing.
Although affordable projects are scattered throughout the Central City, the government's involvement in this market has standardized rental rates,
product designs and unit sizes.  For example, Pearl Court, which is located in the heart of the Pearl District, rents at levels similar to Collins Circle,
which is in Goose Hollow, an inferior location that otherwise would command lower rents.  Given the lack of variation in this market, affordable
housing that could be built on the Montgomery Blocks is expected to be similar in size and price to the market average - approximately $1.10 per
square foot for households earning 60% of median family income.
Senior Housing
The University District is a desirable location for senior housing because of the ability to access nearby amenities and Good Samaritan Hospital
via the streetcar. Proximity to PSU will be particularly attractive to seniors who have ample leisure time and a desire to stay active. Although this
is a good location, the high land cost and the high cost of high-rise construction may necessitate pricing senior housing at this location at the top
of the market, creating market risk, or developing subsidized senior housing restricted to low and moderate income households.
A close comparable to a senior housing project that could be located on one of the Montgomery Blocks would be Terwilliger Plaza, an older project
built in 1962 located just outside the Central City.  It is a continuing care community with 218 congregate care units that average $1340 in rent,
with a $155,000 entrance fee.  These costs entitle residents to daily meals, housekeeping, and assistance as their care needs advance.  Senior
housing in the University District could command higher rents for a comparable service package, due to superior location, new construction and
modern design. An alternative comparison is the Station Place project currently under development in the Pearl District which will provide housing
for low income seniors at 0 - 80% median family income.
South Auditorium Condominium South Auditorium CondominiumVillage at Lovejoy Fountain
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Office
The office market in downtown Portland is the largest and historically one
of the best performing office markets in the Portland/Vancouver
metropolitan area. From a marketing perspective, office space in downtown
has several advantages: 
· It is in the most accessible part of the region, with all major highways
and transit routes linking to the area.
· This area has the highest concentration of businesses that facilitate
business-to-business interaction.
· This area has the greatest concentration of amenities sought by
businesses and their employees, including restaurants, retail and
hotels.  
Office development already exists in and around the University District,
including several Class A buildings. The existence of these buildings
demonstrates office development is viable in the University District.
However, due to the current recession, the office market in downtown
Portland is overbuilt. According to Norris Beggs & Simpson the current
vacancy rate is 13.2%, compared to a 7% vacancy rate that signifies a
healthy market.
Given these conditions, speculative office development is not
recommended in the near future. In the near term, office development
should only be pursued if a long-term [5 to 10 years minimum] pre-lease
agreement is obtained. Given attributes of the University District, office
development in the area is expected to command lease rates of $18 per
square foot, plus $3 per square foot for common area pass-through
charges.
Academic Space
Many of the development scenarios for the Montgomery Blocks contain a
significant amount of space for Portland State University. Although in the
financial analysis PSU's space is treated as "normal" rental income, much
like office or retail space, in reality PSU would probably finance, own and
operate this space independently.  In this case the developer would build
the space for PSU on a fee basis.
City Development Center, 1900 SW 4th Avenue
South Auditorium Office Building
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Retail
Although the University District is one of the heaviest trafficked parts of Downtown
Portland, with over 5 million trips to the PSU campus each year, there is relatively little
high-quality retail space. As a result, what small amount of existing retail there is
performs very well. For example, Starbuck's, Seattle's Best Coffee and Pizzicato all
have their best performing stores in the University District. Lease rates for these stores
average $17 per square foot plus common area charges. These lease rates are
assumed for the Montgomery Blocks development options.
One defining challenge for potential retailers is their dependence on students, who
have limited means and are in the area mainly from fall to spring and on weekdays.
However, this will change as more non-student housing is developed in the University
District. As more retail development occurs, retail space should be concentrated,
preferably along SW Montgomery Street, to create a critical mass and synergy between
retailers.
Parking
Parking space is a less financially viable land use when considered in isolation but is
necessary to support residential and commercial uses. In order to provide sufficient
parking at a reasonable cost, two parking options were considered:
· Below-grade parking is optimal from an urban design perspective because it allows
ground-floor retail and more office and/or residential space on upper floors.
However, it is considerably more expensive to build than above-grade parking.
· Structured above-ground parking is more cost-effective than below-grade parking
but is less aesthetically appealing and limits the amount of space for other land
uses.
The development scenarios considered for the Montgomery Blocks include both below
and above-grade parking and considered costs, constructability, market conditions, and
urban design issues.
It is important to note that excess parking [spaces not dedicated to residents or
commercial users] in the University District will perform better than may be expected.
The University District does not have an adequate number of parking spaces, and as a
result, PSU currently generates an average of almost $1,300 per space per year in
revenue from the parking structures it operates. Income is high because there is a high
demand for short-term student parking and parking spaces leased by the hour generate
more revenue than monthly leases. 
Urban Center Seattle’s Best Coffee
Urban Center Pizzicato
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VI. URBAN DESIGN VISION
The Montgomery Blocks, centered on the PSU Urban Center, offer the possibility of enhancing and further integrating Portland State University
with the city. A mix of university and private uses including housing, commercial office space and ground floor retail, will create a dynamic urban
place that will advance PSU's Motto "Let Knowledge Serve the City.”  At the same time it will give a unique character to this underdeveloped area
of the central city.  The diagonal of the streetcar movement through two blocks, the bus transit stops and the prospect of future light rail on Fifth
and Sixth Avenues make the Montgomery Blocks and the Urban Center a gateway into downtown Portland and the primary point of arrival for
Portland State University.
In order to develop the Montgomery Blocks into a coherent whole that enhances the relationship between the City and the University several key
urban design goals were identified:
Active Retail
Ground floor retail should be maximized in general but particularly concentrated on Montgomery Street and Fifth and Sixth Avenues.  Ground floor
retail extending outward from the University Plaza will help knit the existing plaza into the pedestrian experience of the district. [See diagram
page 35].
Institutional Identity
Completion of University Plaza should include a visible University, or institutional presence, with an entrance directly from the Plaza. [See diagram
page 35].
Streetwall
Consistent with the intentions of the Portland Central City Plan, the Montgomery Blocks should be developed to reinforce the street wall as much
as possible, especially on the north/south avenues and at the southern edge of the project along Harrison Street.  The street wall will be
necessarily eroded by the intervention of the diagonal streetcar alignment.  In reference to the design of the Urban Center, this may be articulated
with masonry facades defining the street wall, and open, largely glass facades on the interior of the blocks and facing the open spaces.  [See
diagram page 35].
Building Massing
The goal of creating a unified identity for the Montgomery Blocks suggests that the building massing and architecture should relate closely to the
Urban Center and University Plaza.  The building massing should be varied, and asymmetrical.  A stepped massing should be developed with
respect for the shadows on the open spaces and to preserve views.  Block 161 [PCAT], specifically, should present a low mass on the University
Plaza, related to the height of the Distance Learning Center (west wing of the Urban Center).  The bulk of the building should be concentrated on
the southern half of the block, casting its shadow on the northern, lower section (the PSU section, see discussion of institutional identity above).  
The building on Block 152 [St. Michael] should consider the relationship with the existing Church and Parish House and may be lower than
permitted by zoning.  The height of the building on Block 153 [Jasmine] can be higher than that on Block 152 [St. Michael] providing strong edges
along the street. [See diagram page 35].
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Active Retail and Institutional Diagram Streetwall Diagram
Open Space DiagramBuilding Massing Diagram
Pedestrian Connection
Major Public Space
HighIntermediateLow
Open Space
The development of the Montgomery Blocks offers the opportunity to create open spaces that serve the residents, students and office workers of
the District. The open spaces act as attractive destinations for people who come to the district and serve as connective tissue to unite the district.
The opportunities for urban space are identified as follows:
Montgomery Street Enhancements
Montgomery Street is identified as a pedestrian connection from the West Hills to the Willamette River extending through the South Park
Blocks, the University Plaza, and the South Auditorium District.  In the design of the Six-Block Master Plan,1996 [see page 22] siting the Urban
Center, Montgomery Street was proposed to be an enhanced pedestrian way, leading from Fourth Avenue to the South Park Blocks.  This
concept is still valid.  The street should feature widened sidewalks with ground floor retail, specialty pavement and specialty street trees.  The
street could be narrowed while maintaining two-way traffic and one lane for on street parking and loading. Retaining two-way traffic will
increase visibility to retail shops and allow drop-offs at building entrances, while providing wider sidewalks for cafés and the tree canopy.  [See
diagram page 37].
The paving and street furniture should relate to the University Plaza and Bus Mall. Specialty lighting should be designed with the intent that
the enhancements would extend from Sixth Avenue to the South Park Blocks in the future.  A signaled light should be provided at 4th Avenue
to facilitate a safe crosswalk into the South Auditorium District. Modifications to SW Montgomery Street will require analysis by the City’s Office
of Transportation for feasibility and funding.
Major Public Open Space
The completion of the University Plaza is a primary goal and opportunity of the project. The south wall of the plaza, replacing the bland façade
of the PCAT Building, should be aligned symmetrically about the centerline of Montgomery Street (approximately 8' south of the current
property line), and step back in the center to allow for the circular pattern of the plaza to complete itself at its smallest dimension (the back of
the radial soldier course of the steps). Finishes and details should match the existing plaza materials.
Secondary Public Open Space
The major open space of the University Plaza should be complemented by a smaller plaza at the interior of Block 153 [Jasmine], bisected by
the diagonal alignment of the streetcar. This plaza should be more intimate than the University Plaza and the surrounding buildings should be
designed to contain this space as much as possible and distinguish it from the larger University Plaza.  A small retail pavillion could be occupy
the southwest edge of the plaza, adjacent to the Harrison Court building. This will serve to enhance the level of activity within the space and
provide a more appropriate urban edge to the plaza.  In addition, the design of the Block 161 [PCAT] building should respond to the open side
of this new courtyard, reinforcing the connection between the blocks.  The paving materials and details should relate to the pallet established
by the Urban Center, to strengthen the overall unity of the project. [See diagram page 35].
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VII. DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS
Dozens of different development options with varying land use combinations were considered, including office, retail, condominiums, middle and
lower income rental housing, grocery stores, academic, recreation, neighborhood services such as health clinics, and parking.  Site configurations
included high, medium and low-rise options and above and below-grade parking.
The following options for the three blocks represent the best blend of uses and balance between public goals, urban design, market acceptance,
financial feasibility and constructability, and are included for illustrative purposes.  A description of the strengths and weaknesses of each option
follows the description of each option. 
Block 161 - PCAT
Option 1:  Multi-story building with below-grade parking, lower-level student recreation center and retail, PSU office and academic space, and
general office space. Through an RFP process, PSU will further determine the feasibility of combining various development program components.
PSU's goals for the site have been defined only by this RFP, and a detailed development program with financial information was not prepared.
Block 153 - Jasmine
Option 1: 11 and 14-story L-shaped building with two levels of below-grade parking, double-height ground floor retail, and middle income
condominiums above. In acknowledgement of the Harrison Court Apartment's historic value and affordable units, new development will be
coordinated with the apartment's restoration to maximize the block's urban design potential.
Block 152 - St. Michael
Option 1: PDC is working with St. Michael's to develop a comprehensive development proposal for the church's surface parking lots in conjunction
with the adjacent Value Inn parcels. If the block is developed by St. Michael's parish, the development will include a multi-story "L"-shaped building
with below-grade parking, ground floor retail, 2nd floor office or institutional space, and mixed-income rental housing above. 
Option 2: Alternatively, PDC has also explored the feasibility of developing the Value Inn parcels alone. However, due to parcel constraints, this
alternative is less economically feasible and does not maximize planning or development goals for the block.  Under this scenario, a 7-story
building with one level of below grade parking, ground floor retail and mixed-income rental "lofts" above would be developed on the Value Inn
property. 
The options contain a diversified mix of the best performing products from a financial standpoint - retail, condominiums, office and parking. In
healthy economic times, office, condominiums and high quality retail provide a greater economic return than rental housing.
Depending on the kind of retail and the price point of the condominiums, these uses also best contribute to the primary goal for the area - creating
a vibrant neighborhood that integrates the university with the city. Ownership housing and offices add people and activity to the district, and more
disposable income to support the retail environment. 
However, while these options perform well financially, other public, institutional and non-profit goals need to be considered in the mix.  Workforce
housing geared to middle income households [80% - 150% median family income], academic and administrative space, and services needed by
the community need to be carefully combined with more economic uses to keep the funding gaps lower.
Block 152, Option 1 is based on ongoing development feasibility work by PDC and the St. Michael's church as a result of meetings with the parish
and the Archdiocese of Portland.  Block 161, Option 1 is based on a Request for Proposals issued by PSU to assess the feasibility of incorporating
a student recreation center on the site and does not have a detailed financial analysis of the development program. 
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PSU Student Recreation
Ground Floor Plan of
Recommended Options
not to scale
While these are the current recommended options, many factors will affect the final program for the blocks including successful land assembly,
availability of public funds, the interest of development partners, participation by key property owners [PSU and the Archdiocese of Portland / St.
Michael], and unanticipated opportunities.
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Block 161             Block 153             Block 152                Block 152                               Totals  
PCAT                Jasmine            St. Michael            Value Inn        With St. Michael    With Value Inn
Option 1             Option 1              Option 1              Option 2              Option 1            Option 2
Stories 10                       11-14                    7                         7                         
Area 300,000 sf            308,830 sf            181,770 sf 76,600 sf             790,600 sf            685,430 sf
Office / Institutional area 280,000 sf            0 sf                      11,030 sf 0 sf                     291,030 sf            280,000 sf
Retail area 15,000 sf              12,650 sf              14,710 sf              5,400 sf               42,360 sf              33,050 sf
Apartments 0                          0 159                     60                       159                      60
Condominiums 0                          204 0                         0                         204                      204
Parking spaces provided 70                        152                      106                      28                       328                     250
Excess or deficit -79                       -52                      +26                      -2
Total development cost $43 million            $52 million            $30 million           $14 million            $124 million          $109 million
Total project value $54 million            $20 million           $9 million
Percent 104%                    68%                    67%
Private $47.5 million         $15 million            $8 million
Percent 87%                     83%                     90%
Gap $6.5 million           $5.1 million           $1.4 million
Percent 12.7%                  17.3%                   10.4%
1
2
3
DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS SUMMARY
4
An additional three floors could be added with zoning FAR bonuses if there were adequate demand for more office space.
Includes commercial space that could be used by academic, non-profit or neighborhood services [health clinic, etc.].
Parking spaces in excess of or less than the spaces needed for the development program.
Detailed financial analysis not performed for Block 161 [PCAT].
Value Inn property developed with the St. Michael’s property.
Value Inn property developed without the St. Michael’s property.
Height was limited to seven stories for this study to provide compatibility with the historic St. Michael’s Church.
The development will be funded in large part by student fees approved by PSU students.
1
2
3
4
5 6
5
6
7 7
7
8
8
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BLOCK 161 [PCAT BLOCK]
Description and Current Uses
Block 161 [PCAT] is bound by the bus mall on Fifth and Sixth Avenues on the east and
west, the University Plaza on the north and Harrison Street on the south. The block slopes
down approximately 16' from southwest to northeast. It is currently occupied by the
Portland Center for Advanced Technology [PCAT], a part of Portland State University.
PCAT includes classrooms and offices on the first floor organized around an internal
courtyard. The basement houses parking, additional classrooms and offices. The block is
jointly owned by Portland State University and the Portland Development Commission.
Zoning Potential
Block 161 [PCAT] is zoned CXd, Central Commercial, with a design overlay.  It has a
maximum floor area ratio of 6:1 which can be increased with bonuses up to 9:1.  This
translates into a range of 240,000 to 360,000 square feet of development potential above
grade. The maximum height is 125' which can be increased with bonuses to as much as
170', or with the Housing Bonus, up to 200'.  In addition to the Housing Bonus, other
potential bonuses include the Day Care Bonus, Rooftop Gardens Bonus, Percent for Art
Bonus and the Eco-Roof Bonus.  The site is subject to Design Review and will be required
to meet the requirements of the Central City Plan.
Vision
Block 161 [PCAT] faces the Urban Center and offers the opportunity to complete the
University Plaza. The lower floors, preferably entered from the Plaza, should have a strong
institutional character clearly identified with the University. Active ground floor retail should
face surrounding streets and the Urban Studies Center to the north.  The Harrison Street
facade should engage the street, even where vehicle and service access must be
accommodated.  The building must be designed to minimize shadows on the Plaza and
engage the adjacent Urban Center with most of its bulk on the south.  Architecturally, the
building may relate to the Urban Center with strong masonry walls on the street sides and
an open frame with infill glass and metal panel on the interior of the block, facing north.
Five land use variations were studied, including: two-level retail, condominiums, a grocery
store, market rate rental housing, office and condominium combinations, and academic
space.  The option outlined in this report is Block 161 [PCAT], Option 1, a ten-story
building with below grade parking, ground floor retail, PSU student recreation center and
academic and office space.
View from SW Hall & Sixth Avenue, looking north
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View from SW Harrison & Sixth Avenue, looking northeast
View from SW Harrison & Sixth Avenue, looking east View from SW Harrison & Sixth Avenue, looking north
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR BLOCK 161 [PCAT], OPTION 1
Option 1 is a ten story, approximately 300,000 square foot building facing the Urban Center Plaza. The northern portion of the building [facing the
plaza] is devoted exclusively to PSU, which reinforces the institutional character of the Urban Center Plaza and the surrounding neighborhood.
Active ground floor uses also face Fifth and Sixth Avenues and Harrison Street, activating the perimeter of the block.  The main entrance to PSU’s
space is located on the Plaza. The building provides 160,000 square feet of Student Recreation Center space and 80,000 square feet of academic
offices above.
Below grade parking, accessed from Harrison Street, is located on the first floor on the south side of the block. The building provides 70 spaces.
Further analysis of the parking requirements for the projected program will need to be undertaken.
40,000 square feet of office space for a private tenant and/or other public entities, is located on the upper floors. Varying roof heights provide
multiple opportunities for roof terraces and reduces the building scale, engaging it with the adjacent Urban Center.
Option 1 from the northwest
Streetcar
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FEASIBILITY SUMMARY FOR BLOCK 161 [PCAT], OPTION 1
Public Benefits
Option 1 will produce considerable public benefits by providing needed student recreation and administrative/office space for  PSU and others.  This
building will create a new and dynamic center for student activities.  In doing so, it will enhance both the PSU campus in particular and the city as a whole.
Financial Feasibility
A financial analysis of the PCAT has not been performed.  Total development costs are estimated at approximately $43 million.  The Student Recreation
Center costs will be covered by PSU student fees. The leasable spaces, both retail and private offices, as well as parking use will pay for themselves.
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Retail - 15,000 sf
Core
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Parking - 70 spaces
PSU Student  Recreation - 160,000 sf
Option 1, First Floor Plan
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BLOCK 153 [JASMINE BLOCK]
Description and Current Uses
Block 153 [Jasmine] is bound on the west by Fifth Avenue (which has Bus Mall improvements on the opposite side of the street), Fourth Avenue
on the east, Montgomery Street on the north and Harrison Street on the south.  The block slopes up approximately 12 feet from the southwest to
the northeast.  It is currently occupied by a surface parking lot on the north side, the three-story, wood frame Harrison Court Apartment building
on the southwest corner, and the Jasmine Tree Restaurant on the southeast corner.  The parking lot and Jasmine Tree building are owned by the
Portland Development Commission.
Zoning Potential
Block 153 [Jasmine] is zoned RXd, high density, multi-dwelling with a design overlay.  It has a maximum floor area ratio of 6:1 which can be
increased with bonuses up to 9:1.  With acquisition of the Jasmine Tree site at the southeastern portion of the block this translates into a range
of 200,000 to 300,000 square feet of development potential above grade.  The maximum height is 125' which can be increased with bonuses to
as much as 170'.  Potential bonuses include the Middle-income Housing Bonus, Day Care Bonus, Rooftop Gardens Bonus, Percent for Art Bonus
and the Eco-Roof Bonus.  The site is subject to Design Review and will be required to meet the requirements of the Central City Plan.
Vision
Block 153 [Jasmine], by straddling the streetcar track, creates the opportunity for a second courtyard: one more intimately scaled and
complementary to the larger and more open University Plaza.  The eastward diagonal of the streetcar extension from the University Plaza, with
the south bound stop in the center of the block, reinforces a natural pedestrian connection between the Urban Center, PSU’s 4th Avenue facilities
and the future Engineering School. Montgomery Street between Blocks 153 and 152 should be enhanced with widened sidewalks to encourage
the development of sidewalk cafés and establish the street as part of a pedestrian connection between the West Hills and the river.
This site presents certain challenges. The streetcar will require a temporary alignment, proposed on Montgomery Street and Fourth Avenue.  The
permanent diagonal south bound track has implications for building configuration and construction cost, especially as it relates to below grade
parking. In addition, development on this block must  preserve the historic Harrison Court Apartments. PDC will work with the property owner to
ensure the apartment's restoration efforts and design are coordinated with new development.
Architecturally, new development may relate to the Urban Center with strong masonry walls with simple openings facing the streets and an open
frame with an infill of glass and metal facing the courtyard.  Projecting bay windows, modeled on the north-facing bay of the Urban Center could
be used to further articulate the building volume and provide an amenity to the residents.
More than a dozen scenarios were studied for this block, including one and two levels of below grade parking and six, eleven and 14-story, L-
shaped buildings. Program elements studied included ground floor retail, senior independent and assisted living facilities, condominiums, rentals,
office and middle and lower income rentals.  Block 153 [Jasmine], Option 1, the recommended option, includes two levels of below grade
parking, ground floor retail and thirteen floors of moderately-priced [$258/sf] condominiums.
View from the Urban Center Plaza, looking southeast
View from SW Harrison & Fifth Ave, looking northeast View from SW Harrison & Fifth Ave, looking northView from SW Hall & Fifth Ave, looking northeast
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Option 1 from the northwest
Streetcar
Retail - 12,650 sf
Core
Service
Condos - 204 units
Parking - 152 spaces
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR BLOCK 153 [JASMINE], OPTION 1
Option 1 is an L-shaped, fourteen story, 308,830 square foot condominium building spanning the streetcar tracks. The L-shaped plan of the building
creates an intimately scaled courtyard bounded on the south side by the historic Harrison Court Apartments. Bus, streetcar and future light rail
transportation are directly accessible from the site.
12,650 square feet of active ground floor retail faces Fifth Avenue, Harrison Street, Montgomery Street and the plaza at the center of the site. This
retail space will complement the existing retail in the Urban Center and the diagonal alignment of the south bound track will allow easy movement
between the two shopping areas. Montgomery Street has been named a “pedestrian connection” in the City of Portland’s Central City Plan making
retail space on this street a vital part of that connection. The street will have extra-wide sidewalks to accommodate outdoor cafes and larger numbers
of pedestrians. On-street parking will provide easy access.
204 condominiums occupy floors 2-14. There are [30] studio, [111] 1-bedroom and [63] 2-bedroom units.  From the upper floors they will have views
of the river, the west hills and/or the plaza below. The condominiums will increase the residential population of the neighborhood, resulting in more
activity during evenings and weekends, and more customers for restaurants and shops. Two levels of below grade parking, accessed from
Montgomery Street, provide 152 parking spaces for the condominiums.
In acknowledgement of the Harrison Court Apartment's historic value and much needed affordable units, new development will be coordinated with
the apartment's restoration to maximize the block's urban design potential.
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Option 1 from the northwest
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FEASIBILITY SUMMARY FOR BLOCK 153 [JASMINE], OPTION 1
Public Benefits
There are many good reasons to build ownership housing in this area. Two goals of the University District Plan are to activate the area and to provide a
range of housing options that would appeal to non-students as well as students. This option increases the residential population, resulting in more activity
in the area during evenings and weekends. It also provides more affordable condominiums for younger and middle income families who wish to live
downtown but can't afford Pearl District housing prices, tapping into a potentially deep market of University faculty, staff and downtown workers that prefer
the amenities this area offers.
Ownership housing provides a measure of stability to a neighborhood and increases the City's tax base. Finally, homeowners generally have more
discretionary income and can support the financial health of the neighborhood by frequenting the retail and service establishments nearby.
Financial Feasibility
Total Cost: $52 million
Estimated Value: $54 million
Value / Cost: 104%
Funding Gap: $6.5 million
Percent Gap Financing: 12.7%
Option 1 is expected to be the most economically and financially viable option, able to attract private financing for 87% of total development costs. This is
not surprising given that it consists primarily of condominiums, which have been the most popular type of new construction in the Central City in recent
years. 
Market Feasibility
Currently the apartment market is not as strong as the condominium market as evidenced by above normal vacancy rates and lack of new market rate
development.  Condominiums would entail no exceptional marketing risks.  They are a very popular product type.  New projects typically presell 70% or
more of their units, indicating a supply-constrained market.  Since the University District is not an established condominium market the prices have been
discounted to reflect this condition.  As a result, condominiums should easily achieve sales targets of 30% presales. However, there is always a risk in
bringing 200+ condominium units to the market at one time, particularly in an emerging market area.
Condominiums in the University District are expected to be marketable if they are priced at approximately $258 per square foot as compared to $270 to
$335 per square foot for new products in the Pearl District.
1st Floor Plan 2nd Floor Plan
3rd - 11th Floor Plans
Basement & Sub-basement Plan
12th - 14th Floor Plans
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Retail - 12.650 sf
Core
Service
Condos - 204 units
Parking - 152 spaces
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BLOCK 152 [ST. MICHAEL BLOCK]
Description and Current Uses
Block 152 [St. Michael] is bound on the west by Fifth Avenue which has Bus Mall improvements on the opposite side of the street, Fourth Avenue
on the east, Market Street on the north and Montgomery Street on the south. The block slopes up approximately 15 feet from the southwest to
the northeast. Block 152 is occupied by St. Michael Church and Parish House and a surface parking lot on the north portion of the block. The
southern 50' of the block, fronting Montgomery Street, is occupied by the Value Inn, a two-story wood frame motel. The northern part of the site
is owned by the Archdiocese of Portland; the southern part is in private ownership and would need to be acquired.
Zoning Potential
Block 152 [St. Michael] is zoned RXd, high density, multi-dwelling with a design overlay. It has a maximum floor area ratio of 6:1, which can be
increased with bonuses up to 9:1. The site area controlled by the Archdiocese is 30,000 square feet and the Church and Parish House occupy
approximately 7,500 square feet.  With acquisition of the motel site the total potential of the block ranges from 125,700 to 188,600 square feet
above grade, depending on bonuses. Without participation from the Archdiocese the potential of the motel site alone is 60,000 to 90,000 square
feet. The maximum height is 125' which can be increased with bonuses to as much as 170'. Potential bonuses include the Middle-income Housing
Bonus, Day Care Bonus, Rooftop Gardens Bonus, Percent for Art Bonus and the Eco-Roof Bonus. The site is subject to Design Review and will
be required to meet the requirements of the Central City Plan.
Vision
Block 152 [St. Michael] is enhanced by its proximity to the University Plaza, ready access to public transit and faces the proposed improved
pedestrian corridor of Montgomery Street. As such, it should provide active retail on the ground floor to engage and enhance this new level of
activity. With its prominent position on the University Plaza, the building should complement the architecture of the Urban Center and, through
strong design elements such as a projecting bay window, focus its mass and height on the southwest corner. The presence of St. Michael’s church
and parish house is an amenity, and the building massing should be limited to minimize overshadowing its neighbor.  Care should also be taken
to modulate the scale of the building as a backdrop for St. Michael as seen from the northeast.  
From a design perspective, the shape and size of the site limits the number of parking spaces that can be provided and makes them more costly
to build. Depending on the lot size available, a large portion of the parking area will need to be dedicated to ramps and circulation. This concern,
however, can be partially mitigated if commercial parking is sited elsewhere within the three blocks.
Various development options for Block 152 were explored, including a mixed-use building with ground floor retail uses, space for non-profit and
neighborhood services, academic space and low income apartments.  Because of the uncertainty of the involvement of the Archdiocese of
Portland's (the major land owner), two options are represented in this report.
Block 152 [St. Michael], Option 1, includes development of the entire block, less St Michael's Church and Parish House.  
Block 152 [Value Inn], Option 2, includes development of the Value Inn motel site only, With a property depth of only 50 feet, the units may not
have required windows on the north side, without a permanent agreement from the adjacent property owner.  Therefore this proposal has single
loaded "loft" style apartments.  Development of this parcel on its own does not meet the goals of the master plan and produces an inefficient
development. 
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View from SW Mill, looking southView from Urban Center Plaza, looking northeastView from Fifth Avenue, looking east
View from Fifth Avenue & Montgomery, looking north
Option 1 from the northwest
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Streetcar
Retail - 14,710 sf
Core
Service
Parking - 106 spaces
Neighborhood Service - 11,030 sf
Affordable Apartments - 159 units
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR OPTION BLOCK 152 [ST. MICHAEL], OPTION 1
Option 1 is an L-shaped seven story, 181,770 square foot mixed-use building sharing a block with St. Michael's Church and Parish House. It is
sited on the west and south sides of the block. The height of the proposed building is limited to minimize the shadows on St. Michael’s church.
14,710 square feet of active ground floor retail faces Montgomery Street and Fifth Avenue. Like Block 153 [Jasmine], the retail space for this option
will be a vital part of the Montgomery Street "pedestrian connection." The street will have extra-wide sidewalks to accommodate outdoor cafes
and larger numbers of pedestrians. On-street parking will provide easy access.
Two levels of below grade parking, accessed from Fourth Avenue, provide 106 parking spaces, including replacement parking for St. Michael’s
parish. 
11,030 square feet for a non-profit or neighborhood service is proposed on the second floor. This space can provide much needed services for
the increased number of residents expected to inhabit the area.
159 affordable apartments occupy floors 2-7. There are [72] studio, [66] 1-bedroom and [21] 2-bedroom apartments.  The apartments will increase
the residential population of the neighborhood, resulting in more activity during evenings and weekends.
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Option 1 from the northwest
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FEASIBILITY SUMMARY FOR BLOCK 152 [ST. MICHAEL], OPTION 1
Public Benefits
Both options reflect the City's commitment to the goal of increasing affordable rental housing in the Central City. This option adds 159 rental
units affordable to families earning at or below 60% of the region's median family income. It also promotes the goal of mixed use development
by including ground floor retail and, potentially, a small amount of office or institutional space. 
Financial Feasibility
OPTION 1
Total Cost: $30 million
Estimated Value: $20 million
Value / Cost: 68%
Funding Gap: $5.1 million
Percent Gap Financing: 17.3%
Given prevailing land prices, high underground parking costs, development inefficiencies, and achievable rents at this location, affordable
housing is not financially viable, even with low income housing tax credits. Hence a substantial public investment would be needed to
accomplish this project.
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1st Floor Plan 2nd Floor Plan
3rd - 7th Floor Plans
Basement Plan
Retail - 14,710 sf
Core
Service
Parking - 106 spaces
Mixed Income Apartments - 159 units
Neighborhood Service - 11,030 sf
60 spaces in sub-basement
Option 1 plans
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FOR BLOCK 152 [VALUE INN], OPTION 2
Option 2 addresses the Value Inn parcel only and is a seven story, 76,600 square foot mixed-use building. The floor area in excess of 60,000
square feet may be obtained by securing the bonuses available on site for middle income housing.  It is sited on the south side of the block. 5,400
square feet of active ground floor retail faces Montgomery Street and Fifth Avenue. Like Block 153 [Jasmine], the retail space for this option will
be a vital part of the Montgomery Street "pedestrian connection." The street will have extra-wide sidewalks to accommodate outdoor cafes and
larger numbers of pedestrians. On-street parking will provide easy access.
One level of below grade parking, accessed from Fourth Avenue, provides 28 parking spaces. 
60 affordable “loft” apartments, shaped by single exposure limitations, occupy floors 2-7. There are [12] studio, [36] 1-bedroom and [12] 2-bedroom
loft apartments.  The apartments will increase the residential population of the neighborhood, resulting in more activity during evenings and
weekends.
Option 2 from the northwest
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FEASIBILITY SUMMARY FOR BLOCK 152 [VALUE INN], OPTION 2
Public Benefits
Both options reflect the City's commitment to the goal of increasing affordable rental housing in the Central City. This option adds 60 rental units
affordable to families earning at or below 60% of the region's median family income. It also promotes the goal of mixed use development by
including ground floor retail and, potentially, a small amount of office or institutional space. 
Financial Feasibility
OPTION 2
Total Cost: $14 million
Estimated Value: $9 million
Value / Cost: 67%
Funding Gap: $1.4 million
Percent Gap Financing: 10.4%
Given prevailing land prices and achievable rents at this location, affordable housing is not financially viable, even with low income housing tax
credits. Hence a substantial public investment would be needed to accomplish this important public policy goal.
Market Feasibility
Both options will involve some market risk. On the one hand, affordable housing historically performs well because it is priced comparably to older
properties and yet is new, modern construction. On the other hand, due to a weak economy there is the risk of a slow lease-up period at 60% MFI
due to oversupply. Alternatively, there is the risk of an increased public funding gap if the rents were decreased to 50% MFI and below where
demand remains very strong. Over the long term, however, affordable apartments should perform well.
In addition, the site constraints and high underground parking costs make this alternative less economically feasible.  However, the per unit funding
gap for Option 2 is significantly lower than for Option 1.
1st Floor Plan 2nd - 7th Floor PlanBasement Plan
Option 2 Plans
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Retail - 5,400 sf
Core
Service
Parking - 28 spaces
“Loft” Apartments - 60 units
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
Following are recommendations to advance redevelopment of the
Montgomery Blocks into a multi-block, mixed-use development that will
form the core of the University District neighborhood and catalyze
development around it.  It is recommended that:
1. PDC to issue an RFP on Block 153 [Jasmine]. Summer 2005
2.   PSU and PDC to stimulate development of Block 161 [PCAT] for
office/academic space with retail and significant parking to serve the
building and immediate area. PDC to consider investing their 42%
interest in the PCAT building to further the redevelopment of Block
161 [PCAT] when PSU has developed a financial analysis for Block
161 [PCAT] and are ready to move forward with redevelopment
efforts. Fall 2007
3. PDC to work with the Archdiocese and St. Michael's parish to
determine development potential of Block 152 [St. Michael] and
pursue development implementation, if feasible. Fall 2005
4. PDC to coordinate with the Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT)
to design and build the desired permanent streetcar alignment and
execute a Memorandum of Understanding with PDOT confirming
cost and alignment.
5. PDC to coordinate redevelopment efforts with the ongoing design of
the Portland Mall Revitalization Project's light rail station area.
6. PDC and PSU to actively recruit retail uses that will serve
neighborhood workers and residents.
7. New development should promote an active use spine on SW
Montgomery Street to reinforce the pedestrian connection from the
West Hills to the Willamette River.
8. PDC/PSU to undertake development analysis of properties between
SW 4th and SW 6th, SW Market and I-405 in coordination with the
Bureau of Planning, PSU, and property owners. Spring 2006
PSU Urban Center and Streetcar
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IX. NEXT STEPS / SCHEDULE
Priority Order:
1. PDC issues an RFP to redevelop Block 153 [Jasmine] for mixed income housing, retail and possibly academic uses and negotiates with
PDOT and Portland Streetcar, Inc. to determine final streetcar alignment.
· Solicit development proposals Summer 2005
· Select development team Summer 2005
· Design Fall 2005
· Negotiate preferred streetcar alignment Spring 2006
· Construction 2007
2. PSU undertakes development of Block 161 [PCAT] for office/academic space.
· Select Architects and Design Team Fall 2005
· Design Fall 2006
· Construction 2007-2008
3. PDC to continue working with St. Michael's to determine development feasibility on Block 152 [St. Michael] in preparation for its eventual
redevelopment as housing, neighborhood support and retail.
· Solicit development proposals Fall 2005
· Select development team Winter 2006
· Design Spring 2006
· Construction 2007
4. PDC/PSU/Bureau of Planning/Property owners to undertake development analysis of properties along SW 4th Avenue between SW Market
and I-405.
· Development Analysis Spring 2006
Existing view of Block 153 [Jasmine] from Urban Center Plaza Proposed view of Block 153 [Jasmine] from Urban Center Plaza
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